Faustini and Slater Craters: PSRs containing geologically young craters
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In-depth analysis of lunar volatiles requires landing in a PSR

- Human activity on the Moon
  - Lunar volatiles needed for future human missions
  - Abundance, distribution and composition are a critical Strategic Knowledge Gap (SKG)

- Science potential
  - Origin of volatiles in the inner solar system
  - Transport and trapping of volatiles
  - Unique environment

- The first LEAG Volatile Specific Action Team (VSAT) focused on areas adjacent to PSRs (right) rather than inside of PSRs

The greatest exploration and science potential is found within a PSR
In 2016 we reported discovery of two “geologically young” craters in Faustini and Slater PSRs using observations from LRO-LAMP and LRO-Mini-RF.

We found that the craters’ ejecta had higher Lyman-α albedo (left) and Circular Polarization Ratio (CPR-right) than the surrounding PSR, indicating lower porosity and higher surface roughness.
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Each location has unique advantages for exploration

- Either crater
  - Provides in situ access to PSR volatiles
  - Provides in situ access to a geologically young crater in an unique environment

- Faustini
  - Age of young crater less constrained
  - Another crater within Faustini is one of the coldest areas and has higher LOLA Normal Albedo

- Slater
  - Youngest of the two "fresh" craters

- Science objectives divided into three categories
  - Volatiles
  - Regolith processes
  - Impact processes

Mandt et al. (2016)

These craters have sharper rims in LROC images, but do not stand out in LOLA NA or average temperature

Mobility is necessary to maximize the science return of a mission to these craters
Focused objectives on Lunar Volatiles

- How does water ice vary spatially and with depth within a PSR?
  - Relevant to origin and retention of water in lunar cold traps
- What is the bulk composition of other volatiles relative to water?
  - Origin of water on the Moon and in the Earth system
- How does the PSR environment influence volatile stability?
  - Transport of volatiles in exosphere
  - Illumination conditions within the PSR
  - Temperature variability with space and depth

Table 1. Elemental contributions to the plume spectrum observed by the LAMP. Relevant information on each element’s brightest one or two resonance lines in the LAMP bandpass is given, including wavelength, oscillator strength, and g-factor. A least-squares fit or 2σ upper limits to the line-of-sight column density are given, along with the corresponding soil mass abundance (assuming a heated soil mass of 10,000 kg). These abundances are for the atomic form of each element only (except for H, Fe, and CO); other forms of each element may also be present in the plume. LTV, low-temperature volatile (≤400 K); HTV, high-temperature volatile (600 to 3000 K); CON, early condensate; SIL, silicate; MET, metal (Si). N/A, not applicable.

Table 2. Abundances derived from spectral fits shown in Fig. 3. The uncertainty in each derived abundance is shown in parentheses (e.g., for $H_2O$: 5.1(1.4)E19 $= 1.4 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$) and was derived from the residual error in the fit and the uncertainty in the radiance at the appropriate band center.

Colaprete et al. (2010; above) and Gladstone et al. (2010; right) report a rich volatiles composition within the LCROSS Plume...
Focused Objectives on Regolith and Impact Processes in the unique environment of a PSR

• Regolith processes
  - How does the PSR plasma environment compare to sunlit areas?
  - How does grain size and porosity in the PSR compare with sunlit regions?
  - How is space weathering different in a PSR?
  - Does dielectric breakdown occur?
  - What is the rate of dust transport?

• Impact processes
  - What are the exact ages of these craters and what do they tell us about impact rates at the poles?
  - Do craters in PSRs form and degrade differently?
  - What happens to volatiles in impacts?

Regolith and impact processes within PSRs may be different. Studying state of the regolith in these PSRs and the ejecta blankets of these craters would address high priority objectives.
Short Term Experiments and Long Term Monitoring

• Short term reconnaissance and surface science experiments (less than one day)
  - Water abundance with depth at and near landing site
  - Volatile composition with depth at and near landing site
  - Regolith properties with depth at and near landing site
  - Minerology of regolith at and near landing site relative to ejecta blanket extent of young crater

• Short term measurements used to characterize
  - Landing site to constrain local characteristics
  - A site near the landing site to evaluate differences and constrain the influence of landing on the local environment

• Long term monitoring (days, months)
  - Water abundance and volatile composition with depth at multiple locations
  - Volatile abundance and composition with distance from young crater
  - Regolith properties and minerology of regolith at multiple locations relative to ejecta blanket extent of young crater
  - PSR environment including atmosphere, dust transport and plasma conditions

• Long term monitoring used to characterize
  - Volatile abundance and composition throughout the PSR
  - Age of young crater and crater formation in PSRs compared to sunlit areas
  - Plasma environment and search for dielectric breakdown
  - Illumination and thermal conditions

Short term reconnaissance would address some objectives, but long term monitoring is needed to maximize the science return
The Unique Environment of a PSR Requires Technology development

- Power sources
  - Major concern in a PSR – no solar power
  - Batteries have limited life
  - APL/Penn State developing combustion-based power that could work in extreme environments from Venus to Europa to PSRs

The APL/Penn State Rankine power system could provide power for 240 hours in an extreme environment.
Summary

• A landed mission inside a PSR is needed to maximize understanding of lunar volatiles

• Faustini and Slater PSRs: high value environment for volatiles and regolith and impact cratering processes

• Mobility is necessary to maximize the science

• Technology development in the area of power supply is critical – work is ongoing

These geologically young craters provide a unique environment for lunar science